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Abstract. We present an electronic capture tool to process informed consents,
which are mandatory recorded when running a clinical trial. This tool aims at the
extraction of information expressing the duration of the consent given by the
patient to authorize the exploitation of biomarker-related information collected
during clinical trials. The system integrates a language detection module (LDM) to
route a document into the appropriate information extraction module (IEM). The
IEM is based on language-specific sets of linguistic rules for the identification of
relevant textual facts. The achieved accuracy of both the LDM and IEM is 99%.
The architecture of the system is described in detail.
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Introduction
Almost all potential volunteers or simple patients enrolled in some biomedical study
have been handed a stack of papers containing informed consent (IC) [1] to sign. Today,
most of collected questionaries’ forms are paper-based, as it is the most convenient
instrument to persistently store such legal & medical information in the long run. The
exponential growth of paper-based documents pledges the integration process of paperbased collections with digital documents for further processing. Furthermore, if the
collected documents are issued in the framework of an international research it adds an
additional difficulty of information sharing, due to the multilingual formats and the
needed compliance with local or government regulations in each of the respective
locations with data are issued.
We believe that the application of natural language processing (NLP) technologies
is the best solution to provide an easy access to the information in digitalized document
[1], [2]. NLP approaches to tackle information extraction tasks can be split between
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data-driven and manually crafted models. In any case, a predefined domain-oriented
text corpus is required to tune and/or assess these models. Therefore to perform our
experiments, we rely on simple and robust pattern matching. Such methods are cost
effective when no data is available to train a machine-learning model [3] .
An additional source of complexity is introduced by the Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) needed to transform the source-digitalized document into machinereadable contents. Thus the collection must be regarded as a relatively noisy content.
Again micro-grammars have been shown to perform well on noisy documents such as
clinical records [4], [5] and OCRized corpora [6]. Such a dimension is key in our
experiments, as it has been shown that the quality of information extraction is directly
related to the quality of an OCRized document [7]. Similarly, retrieval effectiveness of
search engines is also directly dependent on the ability to handle corruption and to
restore quality in the indexed collection [8]. Finally, in a case where the collected
document set contains documents in different languages, a language detection preprocessing step is mandatory.
To meet the above-mentioned challenges such as multilingual environment,
variations of quality of the OCRized documents, we developed a robust system based
on a language detection module to detect document’s language and on name entity
recognition (NER) method.

1. Data and Methods
In this section, we describe the data we needed to process as well the original pipeline
we developed to perform the language-specific information extraction tasks.
1.1. Data overview
A collection of documents’ sets (146 documents), see Table 1, which contain
occurrences of information expressing the duration of a consent in 10 languages, was
used in our experiments. The collection was acquired using a random sample strategy.
The resulting set is however very heterogeneous. For example informed consents in
Chinese varied depending on the country, thus the Taiwanese documents were in
traditional Chinese while documents generated to recruit patients from China were in
modern Chinese. Within a given language, various types of forms were provided. Thus,
only for the English language: different forms are used in the UK or the US. Further,
within the body of the forms, we find legal statements likely to supersede other
passages (e.g. specific regulations in particular States in the United States).
The quality check of the supplied corpora revealed some semantic interoperability
inconsistencies. For instance, some documents had no information about the time
duration, see Table 1. Difficulties were also introduced by the OCR module, which
resulted sometimes in error in metadata needed to describe the encoding of the
document (e.g. a Russian document marked up with a Latin encoding format).
1.2. Architecture
The overall architecture of the tool with the following components is shown in Figure
1:
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•

FilesConverter is the module which converts files either of .doc or .rtf
extension to a plain text;

•

LanguageDetector is the module responsible for the detection of language in
the given text. This module is based on a Language Detection (LD) API [9].
The achieved accuracy2 is the main advantage of LD over its competitors such
as Apache Tika and Compact Language Detector. Furthermore, LD has a
relatively wide linguistic coverage with more than 50 languages;

•

SentenceSplitter splits the text into sentences. By operating at the sentence
level, entity mention extraction tasks will be faster and more focused. It
should be noticed that traditional Chinese sentences have a specific
punctuation where dot is represented by the mark “。 ”, see Figure 2;

•

RulesModule is responsible for providing list of rules for the detected
language and applying them to text;

• TextTagger tags detected patterns in sentences, see Figure 2.
From a functional point of view the application we developed receives a bulk of
documents in .doc or .rtf format and output a .csv file containing the filename, the
sentence containing the time duration, the language assigned to the document and a
status/feedback flag to record a possible error during the annotation process.
1.3. Language Detection
The language detector is especially important because some documents may contain
texts written in more than one language. Thus, some non-English documents,
sometimes, contained section in two languages: English and non-English. In these
cases, we experimentally defined a threshold: when a candidate language at rank 1
receives a score very similar to a candidate language at rank 2, and if language at rank
1 is English, then we force the system to assign the language proposed in rank 2.
1.4. Information Extraction Rules
A total of 198 regular expressions, to detect time duration, were written, see Table 1.
Some languages such as French or Polish required the duplication of regular
expressions due to misspellings introduced by earlier steps (e.g. at Document
Authoring or OCRization). Some specific characters, such as accents and cedillas were
substituted with the same character without the diacritics (e.g. ç->c, é->e).
Additionally, due to some overlapping between Traditional and Modern Chinese
rules, the Chinese set includes both of them. The construction of rules is based on the
key-words observation and as well as on local culture of using numbers as words or
digits in particular languages. The rules combine a set of trigger words (e.g. up to,
during, years) and specific micro-grammars such as the recognition of digit sequences
(e.g. 12, 15) as proposed to identify named entities [10], [11].
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Figure 1. Components of the electronic capture tool of informed consents service. The dotted blue line
represents dynamic modules, which can be modified without recompilation of the whole service. This adds
an appropriate flexibility to maintain the application.
Table 1. Distribution of rules per language
Language

# of rules

# of provided documents / # documents
with no consent

English

3

German

39

18

French

59

23

Russian

28

8/2

29

6/2

Chinese (Traditional+Modern)

25/2

Spanish

5

Portuguese

8

9

Polish

13

15

Greek

15

10

Swedish

2

8

11/10

Figure 2. An output fragment of the web-based interactive version of the service (Chinese).
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2. Results and Discussions
The selected language-detection achieved an average precision of 99% for the language
classification task. The high accuracy of 98% achieved on the full dataset by
information extraction module showed that the authored rules set have excellent
effectiveness. Table 1 shows that the most modest and standardized language in
documents is English. The relatively high number of rules needed to process French
documents compare to others can be explained by high frequency of diacritics along
with numbers written in words (un, deux, trois etc.). At the same time Russian and
German had more variations of key words compared to English. Chinese rules required
deeper linguistic investigations due to the analytical nature [12] of the language.
The processing time for a document depends on several parameters such as: text
encoding, number of languages in the text and, finally, number of rules defined for the
given language. On average, a document is fully processed, from OCRization to
language recognition and information extraction, in less than 5 seconds.
As a conclusion, the proposed system successfully demonstrated its power. The
system is indeed able to process noisy textual contents in order to identify consents'
durations in a highly multilingual environment, which go beyond traditional work with
European languages such as French or German, and expand to Russian as well as Asian
language with the very same architecture. Today, the system has been successfully
deployed at Novartis Institute for Biomedical Research as a bulk-processing tool to
support database curation of clinical trial contents.
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